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1. Engaging calltoaction

The customer enters on a
website with the Whisbi script

widgetLoaded

1.1

ongoing
OnetoMany
session

When the customer scrolls,
hovers on the browser or
has been on a page for
more than 6 seconds.

otmBroadcastStarted

Default
floating
button set

ONETOMANY
SESSION STARTS

The widget doesn't appear
until there is an ongoing
OnetoMany session

1.2

floatingButtonShown

CLICK ON THE
AFIRMATIVE BUTTON

floatingButtonUnfolded

CLICK "X" ICON (OR
NEGATIVE BUTTON)

If autoOpen is set to true
or if using a custom button
the floating button will not
appear and the sidebar will
open directly.

otmBroadcastStarted

Floating button  folded
2. LIVE BROADCAST

When there is an ongoing OnetoMany
session the floatting button appears

Floating button  unfolded
floatingButtonFolded

A message bubble unfolds showing a
conversational message. It can have two
different layouts depending on the
configuration:
 one button which opens the sidebar and a
close icon to fold the button again
 two buttons: one afirmative wich opens
the sidebar, and one negative to fold the
button again.

2. LIVE BROADCAST

2A. Live Broadcast from mobile

2A.3

2A.2

The Whisbi experience
opens fullscreen.

otmOpened

After the minimumTime
and minimumChats
configured have ocurred

THE AUTOMATIC
MESSAGE APPEARS

Live
broadcast
already
started

otmSessionInit

CLICK "JOIN LIVE
BROADCAST"

THE PRESENTER
PAUSES THE
SESSION

otmSessionStarted

THE PRESENTER
ENDS
THE SESSION

If the presenter is still getting ready
(on the "start screen" on the app) or
if the broadcast has just been
paused from an Android device.

THE LIVE
BROADCAST STARTS

2A.1

otmChatbotShown

Play screen (Mobile only)

Live broadcast  Main view

On mobile the customer must make an
action to start viewing the live broadcast.
For this reason there is a button to join the
session, that it's not displayed in the
desktop version.

The live broadcast is being displayed and
the following actions can be done by the
customer:
 ask questions (3)
 mute (4.1)
 like (4.2)
 rate the presenter (4.3)
 close the widget (4.4)
 interact with the Automated messages (5)

Waiting screen
While the presenter is getting ready there is
a screen with the name and picture of the
presenter

3. ASK QUESTION

4. ACTIONS WITHIN
THE LIVE BROADCAST

5. LEAD CAPTURE

6. PAUSE

otmBroadcastEnded

7. END

2B. Live Broadcast from desktop

After the minimumTime
and minimumChats
configured have ocurred
otmOpened

The Whisbi experience
opens fullscreen.

2B.3
2B.2
CLICK "JOIN LIVE
BROADCAST"

otmNameEntered

THE AUTOMATIC
MESSAGE APPEARS

otmSessionStarted

Live
broadcast
already
started

THE PRESENTER
PAUSES THE
SESSION

otmSessionInit

THE PRESENTER
ENDS
THE SESSION

CLICK "CONTINUE
WITHOUT NAME"

If the presenter is still getting ready
(on the "start screen" on the app)
or if the broadcast has just been
paused from an Android device.

Name input
THE LIVE
BROADCAST STARTS

2B.1

The customer can provide their name
(active viewer) or proceed without it
(viewer)

If the customer has not
provided their name, the
input to ask questions will
be deactivated, and there
will be a button instead
(see 3.1 questions)

otmChatbotShown

Live broadcast main view
The live broadcast is being displayed and
the following actions can be done by the
customer:
 ask questions (3)
 mute (4.1)
 like (4.2)
 rate the presenter (4.3)
 close the widget (4.4)
 interact with the Automated messages (5)

Waiting screen
While the presenter is getting ready there is
a screen with the name and picture of the
presenter

3. ASK QUESTION

4. ACTIONS WITHIN
THE LIVE BROADCAST

5. LEAD CAPTURE

6. PAUSE

otmBroadcastEnded

7. END

3. Ask question

3.3

3.4

Customer's
name already
provided

SEND A MESSAGE

3.2

3.1

otmNameEntered

CLICK "JOIN LIVE
BROADCAST"

CLICK "ASK A
QUESTION TO..."

Live broadcast (viewer)

Name input

If the customer has not provided their
name, the text field to ask the questions is
deactivated and, instead, there's a button
[ask a question].

In order to ask questions they must
provide their name. Once provided, they
will become active viewers.

otmMessageSent

Live broadcast (Active
viewer)

Live broadcast  Question
asked

As the customer has provided their name,
they're active viewers. In this view there's
a input at the bottom where they can make
their questions.

All the questions asked by the customer
appear on their screen. They can make as
many questions as wanted.

4. Actions within the Live broadcast

4.1 Mute

4.3 Rate the presenter
4.1

CLICK MUTE BUTTON

otmMuted

otmUnmuted

CLICK UNMUTE
BUTTON

Live broadcast  Main view

4.3

CLICK PRESENTER
IMAGE

CLICK "CONTINUE
WATCHING"

Live broadcast  Muted

Live broadcast  Main view

Rating

The live broadcast is muted and can be
unmuted again

4.2 Like

The customer can rate the presenter with
stars from 1 to 5

4.4 Close the widget
4.4

4.2
CLICK "X" ICON
CLICK LIKE BUTTON

otmLiked

otmClosed
floatingButtonShown

otmOpened

Live broadcast  Main view

Live broadcast  Liked
The session has received a like. This like
can't be removed and the button appears
highlighted until the end of the session

Live broadcast  Main view

CLICK PRESENTER
IMAGE

Floating button  Folded
As the customer has actively closed the
sidebar, the floating button appears folded,
and will not be unfolded again

5. Lead capture

OnetoOne

5.1

secondarySeed

CLICK ON THE
AFIRMATIVE BUTTON

otmChatbotClicked

configuration

5.2

externalURL
CLICK ON THE
NEGATIVE BUTTON

URL

otmChatbotDeclined

1st Automated message

CLICK ON THE
AFIRMATIVE BUTTON

If configured, an automatic message will
appear to the customer. Depending on its
configuration it can lead them to the One
toOne form or to a designated URL
options: accept / decline

2nd Automated message
The message changes and there is only one
button displayed
option: accept

6. Pause

7. End

CLICK "X" ICON

6.1

All the widget closes until a
new OnetoMany starts.

7.1

CLICK "X" ICON
7.2

otmClosed

A NEW ONETOMANY
SESSION STARTS

otmClosed

otmBroadcastStarted

CLICK "JOIN NOW"

Live broadcast  Pause
If the agent pauses the broadcast this
screen is shown to the customer. It only
appears if the agent is using an Android
device, otherwise the pause will be done
within the video.

The flow starts again.

End

End  New broadcast

The presenter has ended the live broadcast.

If while the customer is on this screen a new
OnetoMany starts, a CTA to join the new
session appears.

2. LIVE BROADCAST

